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BACKGROUND
GPS Insight offers sophisticated fleet management and GPS tracking solutions. Their business was growing, and competitors were 
entering the market and creating confusion for customers. New initiatives and regulations were creating demand for solutions to track 
maintenance, improve routing, contain risks, and reduce costs.

WHY IT MATTERED
The company was seeing increased pricing pressure from customers; who couldn’t clearly see the difference between the advanced 
solutions that GPS Insight offered and the basic solutions offered by others. This meant that in the Small Business team alone, only twenty 
percent of the team was actually hitting their numbers. The Vice President of Sales, Jason Walker, knew that he needed to introduce a 
modern approach to business growth. Not only to help the company stand out from the competition but to also accelerate the sales 
process to deliver exceptional results for GPS Insight and its customers.

RESULTS
Just one year after adopting Same Side Selling and having Ian Altman speak at their National Sales Meeting, over 90% of the Small Business 
team is now meeting their revenue targets. GPS grew their revenue by more than 30%, with fewer salespeople, just by shifting their 
approach to selling. By working together, across sales and marketing, GPS Insight now offers a clear and compelling value to customers 
that help them stand head and shoulders above the competition. 

KEYS TO SUCCESS
Jason Walker (who is now in his role as the Chief Revenue Officer) engaged the marketing and customer success teams, to ensure that the 
elements of the Same Side Quadrants were incorporated into each aspect of customer interaction. The Small Business team practiced with 
role play/Same Side Improv every week for one hour. Their commitment to the process and discipline continues to drive their success. 

“ “
We were not growing as fast as we wanted. Only 20% of our Small Business team was 
hitting their number. We brought Ian in for our national sales meeting. One year later, our 
growth has skyrocketed and 90% of the Small Business team is hitting their revenue goal.

– JASON WALKER, Chief Revenue O�cer, GPS Insight

Not standing out from the competition;
Long Sales Cycles;

Customers not understanding true value.

Included marketing and customer success teams;
Keys: Ian presented at National Sales Meeting;

Weekly Role Play (without exception).

Only 20% of Small Business Team hitting numbers;
Being compared to inferior alternatives.

Within 12 months, > 90% hitting numbers;
Shorter sales cycles;

Clients clearly understand and appreciate value;
Grew revenue 30% with fewer salespeople.

Additional Same Side Selling case studies available at SameSideSelling.com

https://samesidesellingacademy.com/same-side-selling/

